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SUMMARY
Ridge regression is re-examined and ridge estimators based on prior
information are introduced.

A necessary and sufficient condition is given

for such ridge estimators to yield estimators of every non-null linear combination of the regression coefficients with smaller,meaH square error than
that of the Gauss-Markov best linear unbiased estimator.
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§1

INTRODUCTI ON

Unbiased estimators, including
( 1.1)

(1 .2)

are unreliable if Xnxp is poorly designed (cf. ~.a., Stein, 1960; Hoerl and
Kennard, 1970a, 1970b; Marquardt 1970, Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1970; Baranchik
1973; Mayer and Wil1ke, 1973; Swinde1, 1974).
able interest in various biased estimators
the ridge estimators of Hoer1 and Kennard.

Consequently, there is cbnsider-

of~.

The best known of these are

Their family

~ = (XIX + kI)-l XI~ , 0 ~ k,
contains the BLUE when k = 0, hence the notation of (1.1).
~

(1. 3)

For increasing k

approaches .Q. \'Jhatever the design matrix, X, and the data, y-.
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The very descripti,on of the entire family (1.3) suggests that
k

E

k,

for some

(0, +00), might be an effective compromise between -0
B which. is unbiased, but

unstable (if X is poorly designed) and

i+oo : :

Q. which is certainly a stable, but

biased estimator

of~.

been suggested.

Hoerl and Kennard (1970a) showed that the expected length of

i~

Other intuitive justifications for shrinking

exceeds the length of~.

~

have

They (loc. cit.) showed that ~ is the shortest

estimator in an equivalence class of estimators with the same residual sum of
I

squares.

And they showed that ~ has mihimum residual sum of squares in an

equivalence class of estimators of the same length.
compelling reasons for choosing

~

with k

>

None of these arguments are

a as an estimator

dynamic reiteration of these results is useful.

of~.

Still, a

As k increases without bound

from zero, ~ traces a curved path through the parameter space from ~ to Q..
The path is uniquely determined so that the distance from.k to Q. is diminished
as rapidly as possible while the residual sum of squares is increased as slowly
as possible.
Hoerl and Kennard (1970a) also proved that the expected distance between
~

fk and

~

must initially decrease as k increases from zero,

i,~.,

there exist

always positive values of k such that

(4 - ~) 1(4 -~)

E

<

E(.i, - .@.)

I

(i, - ~).

(1 .4)

SWindel and Chapman (1973) showed explicitlya more stringent property, viz"
(1. 5)

if and only if k is in the never empty open interval
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li

(0 t +(0), i f XI X) - 1 definite;

J~.§." / 2J
(J

i s non - nega t i ve
(l .6)

~

~.lTJaller

Thus,.q provides strictly

mean square error estimators of every non-

\

null linear combination of the parameters than does

§-{)

if and only if k is in

~

K.

Equivalently, every coordinate of

~

is expected to be strictly closer to

io

the corresponding coordinate of ~ than is the corresponding coordinate of
if and only if k is in K.
(1.3) for estimators of

~

These are forceful reasons for examining the family
'.'Ihich are not BLUE.

Finally, Hoerl and Kennard (1970b) showed that something apparently can
be done even though an optimum choice of k t and hence of ~, depends on the
unknown parameters of the model.
of

~

A

They believe that a judicious estimator,

~,

can be chosen from an inspection of the ridge trace, i.e., the graph of

the p coordinates of

4

for small values of k.

and the residual sum of squares, (,t - X~) (y - X~),
I

They (lac, .cit.) presented data for which the ridge

trace seemed to stabilize for small values of k and they believe that the corresponding ridge estimator,

-4,

is a reasonable choice.

Similar results have

apparently been achieved ih some other applications (cf. Talwar and Ashlock,
1970; Rosen and Provder, 1971; Balaban and Haspert t 1972; McDonald and Schwing,
1973).

Incidentally, equation (1.6) immediately suggests an interval over

which the ridge trace might reasonably be examined, viz., K = K(X,

i

and

;2

are estimates of ~ and

02

,

i, ( 2 )

where

respectively (cf. Swindel and Chapman, 1973).
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§2~

ALTERATION AND RECONSIDERATION

In the remainder of this paper the foregoing ideas are subjected to a
statistically significant alteration and re=examination.

An arbitrary point,

£' in the parameter space is assigned to the role previously assumed by the
origin.

The resulting family of estimators

b~ = (XI X t k I) - 1 (XI l. t k~)

In §3 it will be shown that:

bft~

o .: .

(2.1)

k,

approaches

~

strictly monotonically as

k ~ too, whatever X and l.; b~ is closest to £ in an equivalence class of estimators of ~ with the same residual sum of squares; and b~ has minimum residual
sum of squares in an equivalence class of estimators of
tance from b.

~

which are equal dis-

Thus, as k increases wi thout bound from zero

path through the parameter space from ~ to Q..

bh

traces a curved

The path is uniquely determined

so that the distance from b~ to Q. is diminished as rapidly as possible while
the residual sum of squares is increased as slowly ai possible.
With

b~

so inclined to Q., in the applications Q. might well be chosen to

reflect as well as possible the

priQr information or hypotheses

on~.

Formally

then, call ~ the prior information on ~ and b~' 0 ~ k, the family of ridge
estimators of S based on prior information, b. Given this determination of b,
"the choice of a particular k, and hence b~' is seen to be a choice of compromise
between ~ (the BLUE of ~ based on the sample data) and bitoo

= Q.

(the prior
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~

information).

And the approach of bJ4 to Q.. requites no pl~adihg, i:e., the

intuitive arguments for shrinking
.

e

"-()

toward b are substantially stronger than

those for shrinking ~ towarq 011.
In §4 generalizations of (1.5) and (1.6) are giVen.
main results of this paper.

These are the

They are briefly discussed in §5.

In §6, a still more gene'ral fomulation is mentioned.
ered to be the realized value of a p-dimensional random

There b is consid-

variable,~.

Some

statistics for this case are recorded along with some generalizations of preceeding results.

It will easi1y b~ seen that the ridge esti~~tor based on
c!

prior information, B, is a biased estimator of ! only if B is biased.

§3. THE FAMILY

b~

AS A TRAJECTORY IN

P~RAMETER

The parameter space for the slope parameters in (1.2) is

SPACE

n = p-

I

dimensional Euclidean space.
are other fixed points.

JJI.

~

b~

The origin,

~,

is fixed, and Q.. and! (unknown)

defined by (2.1) is a p-dimensional random

J. Good suggested~ in a personal communication, that fixing Q..

=

~ is, in a way, invoking the lepst informative prior information (in the

senSe that Q represents prior information least informative physically about
the effects on y produced Dy the variables in X).
null hypothes is.

i.~

.•

it is the classical
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~

variable related to

(the prior information) and to

,.
~

- b (the difference

between the BLUE and the prior information) as in Figure 1,
~

b~

=

(XIX + kI)-l (X 1;[ + k~)

=

(XIX + kI)-l X1X(XIX):-i (X 'Y... + k~)
:

i.~.,

.~

=

0,+ k(X1X)-1)-1 (~ - b + b + k(X'X)-lpJ

=

o + k(X'X)-l)-l

(ic - p)

+

!2..

(3.1)

Figure 1

o

k

Clearly, ~~

~

A

~ if ~

= !2.,

i·~ .• if the

BLUE and the prior information

agree. then b~ agrees with them both for all k.

S ;

So, hereafter, assume
~

i)

-0

~

If-o

k

-+

+00

= b + lim 0 +
k

=b

Then

by (3.1).

= ~
ii) b~+oo = lim
-

b.

-

-~

+

00

k(X'X)-'r'

(8 - -b)
~
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~by the fact that (1 + k(X'X)-l)-l is a positive definite matrix for all non-

negative k with roots all converging to zero as k increases without bound
(Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a), !.~~, (1 + k(X'X)-15~1 converges to a null matrix
as k

+00.

-~

iii) The Euclidean distance,

II (1

+ k(X'X)-l)-l

(io - Q) II.

II

b4 - ~ II, between ~-k and~, !.~.;

is strictly monotonically decreasing as k

A proof using only the facts that the sum (Bellman, 1970, page

increases.

117) and the product (Roy, 1954) of two symmetric, positive definite matrices
is positive definite is

a ~ k and a <

~k

~k (X'X)-l is positive definite

(p.d.)

G+ k(X ' X)-l]-l

6k(X ' X)-1 - 1 is p.d.
[1 + k(XI X) -1J"" 1 [1 + (k + f1 k) (X I X) - 1] - 1 i s p. d. .
+ k(X' X) -1] -, + (k + fl k)( XI X) - ,}- 1 i s p. d.

1+

[1
=>

[1

{[1 + k(X'X)-l]-l + [1 + (kt6k)(X 1X)-']-1}

times
{1) + k(XI X) - lJ -1 - [1 + (k + ~ k)( XI X) - lJ - 1} i s p. d.
[1 + k(X'X)-lJ- 2 - [1 + (k + 6k)(X ' X)-i]-2 is p.d.
(~ - Q)
-

!.~.

I

[1 + k( XI X) - ~ - 2 (~ _

(~.-

Q)I

[1

£.)

+ (k + ~k)(X'X)-lJ-2 (~ -~)

, a ~ k and a ~ ~k implies
II [1 + k(X1X)-1]-1 (~ - ~) II
> II [1 + (k + f1k)(X ' X)-,]-l (8 '-D

b)

-

>

II.

0,
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A

iv) b~ minimizes C~-l?)I(~_!?.) such that (;L- XB)'(;L- X§J = c.
Write the objective function

where 11k is a Lagrangian multiplier.
function of

~

Observe that

~

is a strictly convex

(cfo Kunzi) Krelle, and Oettli, 1966, page 39).

ing ~ with respect to

i

Differentiat-

and equating the results to 0 verifies the claim.

v) b~ minimizes (Y... - X.@)I(y'" - X~) such that

(s - !?.)'(i -~)

= c.

Veri-

fication proceeds as in iv) with the objective function now taken to be

§4. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR

b~

TO BE A GOOD RIDGE ESTIMATOR OF f BASED ON PRIOR INFORMATION, b
Following Swindel and Chapman (1973)) call b~ a good ridge estimator
of

~

based on pri or i nforma ti on,

~,

if it provi des a stri ctly sma 11 er mean

square error es ti mator of every non-null 1 i near combi nati on of the parameters,
~, than does the Gauss-Markov estimator, ~, i.~.) if

E(L'
B -L'S)2
--bq
-

<

E(LIS
- LiS),
YL-f 00
~---o
-

(4. 1)

A necessary and sufficient condition for (4.1) is that k is in the open interval
(0, +(0), i f [( XI X) - 1 -

(2. -

§..)( ~ - ~) I 10 2 ]

is non-negative definite;
K = K(!?., :-:, §..,02) =

(4.2)

-2
min root GX1Xfl
A proof is given in

§60

(!?. - ~)(!?. - ~) 1/ 0 2J

)' otherwise.
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§

If the prior information,

~,

5.

COMt~ENTS

is sufficiently close to

~,

then every com-

promise via (2.1) of the BLUE and the prior information is preferable to the
BLUE with regard to small mean square error estimation.

In particular, it is

easy to show that
(5.1)
is a sufficient condition for (X'X)-l - (b - ~)(p- - .§..)'/ 0 2 to be non-negative
definite and hence for every b~' 0 f k, to be a good estimator according to (4.1).
K(~,

X, .§..,

02)

is never empty whatever the prior information, the design

matrix, and the parameters of the model, i.e., there always exist compromises
via (2.1) of the BLUE with the prior information which are preferable to the
BLUE if the criterion is small

~ean

square error estimation.

To paraphrase

Efron and Morris (1973), even it (~_= 1 and) ! is the t~a cons~mption in
Taiwan oi~he weight of hogs 1n M6ntana and ~ is the speed of light, it is
~

still possible to incline ~ a little toward ~ and thereby improve the mean
square error of estimation,

In this respect §4 is sorneltJhiit reminiscent of the

surprising results of James and Stein (1961).
§6. PRIOR INFORMATION AS A RANDOM VARIABLE
It seems reasonable in the applicati9ns, when confronted with the analysis
of data satisfying (1.2), to consider the prior information,

~~

on.§.. as fixed
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and to examine estimators of

~

conditioned

of §4 seems to me to be the most useful.

on~.

So, the level of generality

For the sake of proofs, however, it's

not hard to generalize that formulation by taking

~

to be the realized value of

a p-dirnensional random variable, ?..

B~

(XIX + kI)-l (XI~ + k~)

=

J

0 ~ k,

(6.1)

(6.2)
and notice (Hoerl and Kennard (1970a)) that

lk = WkX'X

= I - kW k·

Assume B has finite expectation.
L ' i3

-B~

=

(6.3)

Then

+
-L'W kXlV
J..

(6.4)

(6.5)
by (6.2), (6.1), and.(1.2).

Thus, the bias of !:"B~ is

(6.6)
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by (6.3) and ~iB~ is unbiased if B is.
Assume, moreover, that
matrix,

V(~).

V(,=-l

is independent of

Then the variance of

-4)

.-

~'B~

~

and has a finite covariance

is .

= 02~'WkX'XWk!:. + k2~'WkV(~)Wk.!:.

s

=

1:

by (6.4) and (1.2).
A

S(.!:.'B~)
==

~

\

2
Wk ~ 2 XI X + k V(~U Wk1..

The mean square error of h.' B~ is
A

=V(h.'B~)

h.'Wk{o2X'X + k2V(~)

by (6.7) and (6.6).
S(~)

=

(6.7)

2

A

+ B (l..'B~)
+ k2[E(~) - i][E(!3..) - lS-J}Wkh.

Denoting
V(~)

+

[E(~) - !J[E(~J - ~J

(6.8)

I

we have
(6.9)

The mean square error of the BLUE of

h.1~

is, of course,
(6.10)

A

Define
~,

B~

to be a good ridge estimator of

~

based on prior information,

if

(6.11)
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Jtnecessary and sufficient condition for (6.11) is (by (6.9) and (6.10))
Wk-l(X'X)-lWk-l - XIX - k2

Ol

S(~)

is p.d.

or, equivalently (by (6.2)),
21 +

kGX'X)-~ -

S (.!?.) /0 2]

is p.d.

or, equivalently,

o<

min root {2I + kU X'X)-l -

s(~)/02J}

= 2 + k min ro 0 t GX X) - 1 - S(~)/ozJ·

(6.12)

I

Clearly, a necessary and sufficient condition for (6.12) and hence for (6.11)
is that k is in

is non-negative definite;
(6.13)
0,
(

-2

min root [(X'X)-l -

Taking B to have a distribution degenerate at
S(~)

=

[~- ~J[~

-

~JI

~

S(~)/o2J

, otherwise.
)

so that (cf. (6.8))

gives the results claimed in §4.
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